Gin List
Local Gins

Bewdley Brewery Element 45%
(Bewdley)
Distilled from the Wort of ‘Sir Keith
Park’ This London Dry Gin is citrus led
with the 1st hit of juniper softened with
coriander seeds, 3 types of citrus
followed by macadamia nuts and bay
leaves.
Taking inspiration from a traditional
style of slightly sweetened gin enjoyed
in 18th and 19th century England.

Dr Eamers’ Dry Gin 43% (Dudley)
Copper pot distilled (the still is called
Doris) with nine botanicals, including
Tellicherry pepper, a type of peppercorn
which must be more than 4.25mm to be
termed Tellicherry  and with bigger size
comes less heat but more fragrant
notes.

Hinton’s Wyre Forest Gin 42%
(Bewdley)
Hinton’s Wyre Forest Gin is created
using ingredients foraged from the
Wyre Forest and surrounding area. A
full strength and fruity gin to be enjoyed
on its own or with tonic. With fruity
tones which complement the Juniper,
Elderflower and Fennel.

Wildjac Damson & Raspberry
37.5% (Bewdley)
A juicy expression combining the
brilliance of damsons and raspberries!
Specifically, organic Autumn Bliss
raspberries and Shropshire prune
damsons from the distillery's
Worcestershire neighbours at the
Augernik Fruit Farm make an
appearance in here. Delightfully tart
and fruity!

International Gins

Cross Keys 41% (Latvia)
A smallbatch dry gin from Riga in
Latvia, which was influenced heavily by
the classic expression Riga Black
Balsam (a traditional Latvian balsam).
Bottled in a black clay container to
enhance the maturation process

Malfy Gin Con Limone 41% (Italy)
Malfy Gin is an Italian gin made using a
selection of six botanicals, as well as
an infusion of Italian coastal lemons!

Puerto de Indias (Strawberry)
37.5% (Spain)
Combining notes of juniper and
strawberry, this is a vibrantly fruit
forward Spanish gin.

National Gins

Jaffa Cake Gin 42%
A fullon Jaffa cake tastiness built
around a distinctive base of crisp
juniper. The label claims it’ll make the
best Negroni mankind has ever seen

Tarquins The Seadog Navy
Strength 57%
From the Cornwall based Southwestern
distillery. Distilled in their famous
Spanish pot still heated from an old
paella burner. The strength historically
drunk by the Royal Navy. The juniper is
vivid and violent, with a swift, pine hit.

Warners Sloe Gin – 30%
This wonderfully crimson tipple is
Warner's Sloe Gin. Fabulously fruity, it's
made with handpicked sloe berries
from the hedgerows surrounding Falls
Farm, where the gin is distilled.

Full tasting notes & serving suggestions available at the Gin Bar

